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INTRODUCTION 
In three lovely papers that appeared around 1930, Jakob Nielsen 
developed a theory of self-homeomorphisms of compact, orientable, hyper- 
bolic surfaces based on an elaborate analysis of their fixed point sets. The 
chief consequence of Nielsen's work was his understanding that, up to 
isotopy, and, possibly, finite iteration, any homeomorphism of such a surface 
is a composite of certain primitive homeomorphisms acting on essentially 
disjoint subsurfaces. The primitive homeomorphisms are of two types, one of 
which Nielsen showed consists entirely of periodic maps. 
The true nature of the second type of primitive homeomorphisms remained 
obscure until the 1970's when William Thurston, by entirely different 
methods, discovered that they are each non-periodic and preserve a 
transverse pair of measured singular foliations. Knowledge of the foliations 
makes the workings of these homeomorphisms explicit and understandable. 
On the torus there are homeomorphisms that preserve pairs of transverse, 
non-singular, measured foliations: they are called Anosov homeomorphisms. 
By anology, Thurston called his type of primitives pseudo-Anosov. (Euler 
characteristic considerations require that foliations on hyperbolic surfaces be 
singular.) 
Thurston described his work in a preprint entitled On the geometry and 
dynamics of diffeomorphisms ofsurfaces I. (This work now finds a complete 
exposition in [9].) There he remarked that the Nielsen classification of 
homeomorphisms of surfaces follows from his (Thurston's) work (which 
implication is obvious), and vice versa. In this paper I first review the 
relevant work of Nielsen, and then derive the only part of the converse 
direction left undone by Nielsen: that each non-periodic primitive is pseudo- 
Anosov. 
Along with his theory of singular foliations on surfaces and the maps that 
preserve them, Thurston gave a parallel and equivalent formulation in terms 
of geodesic laminations. It is not hard to show that a homeomorphism is 
pseudo-Anosov if and only if it isotops to one that preserves a pair of 
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transverse, what I shall call perfect, geodesic laminations. As geodesic 
laminations arise quite naturally from Nielsen's work, I shall work toward 
finding homeomorphisms satisfying the latter condition. After finding them, I
produce in the last few sections of the paper, pseudo-Anosov 
homeomorphisms in the same isotopy class. 
These days, English speaking mathematicians are acquainted with 
Nielsen's work, if at all, only mythologically, being vaguely aware of the 
highlights, but completely lost when it comes tO the interrelationships and 
certainly the proofs. This is too bad, since Nielsen's opus, as expounded in 
the three papers referred to earlier, forms a coherent whole, carefully written 
in rather easy German. The arguments themselves are a delight: they are all 
very elementary and accesible. His work could be presented without 
difficulty in an undergraduate topology course. 
I hope that my paper, which continues in Nielsen's tradition, will help 
renew interest in his original work. In a similar vein, and in a forthcoming 
paper [2], Jane Gilman discussesthe part of Nielsen's mathematics that 
reduces homeomorphisms to their primitive pieces. For the reader who wants 
to get Nielsen's work in summary, and in his own words, and in English, 
there is such a thing [8], written in 1944. That paper provides a nice 
framework within which to read the German papers. 
During the course of my studies, I have been enormously helped by 
conversations with Michael Handel, who introduced me to Thurston's work 
on surfaces and to Nielsen's 1944 paper, with Jane Gilman who is the one 
person, it seems, who really knows Nielsen's papers, and with Steve 
Kerckhoff who, along with Michael Handel, told me how Thurston puts 
measures on the foliations. ! would like to thank Joan Birman for her critical 
reading of the manuscript. 
Part I - -Work of Nielsen 
1. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION 
Let x be the interior of the unit disc in the Euclidean plane and let E be 
its boundary. If we insist that the isometrics of X comprise the Moebius 
transformations of the plane that leave X invariant, X becomes a surface of 
constant negative curvature isometric to Hyperbolic space. The set X 
together with this metric is called the Poincar6 disc. Note that the geodesics 
of X are the arcs of circles in the Euclidean plane that intersect E 
orthogonally. 
In the following paragraphs we summarize definitions and results of 
Nielsen that appear in [5]. Since that paper has a particularly fine table of 
contents, we shall omit precise references in this summary. 
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A closed oriented surface S is hyperbolic precisely when its universal 
cover can be taken to be X, and its covering translations to be a finitely 
generated, properly discontinuous group of orientation preserving isometries 
of X, each of which (other than the identity) has two distinct fixed points on 
E. Two such pairs of fixed points either coincide or are disjoint, and the 
collection of these points is dense in E. A surface has a hyperbolic structure 
if and only if its Euler characteristic s negative. 
For each covering translation C, the two fixed points determine a geodesic 
in X, called by Nielsen the axis of ¢; the fixed points themselves are the 
fundamental points of ¢. It is clear that / leaves its axis invariant (in fact, its 
axis is the only geodesic invariant under C). It follows that a covering 
projection winds each axis onto a closed geodesic in S. Conversely, each lift 
of a closed geodesic is an axis. Since any free homotopy class of closed 
curves in S has a geodesic representative (take a smooth one with shortest 
length), we see that each lift of a closed curve in S is homotopic by a 
bounded homotopy to an axis. Because ares of bounded length in X look 
arbitrarily small in the Euclidean metric on XL)E  if they are close enough 
to E, each such lift compactifies to a proper map of an interval into XL) E 
whose endpoints are the fundamental points of the corresponding axis. We 
conclude that there is a unique geodesic in each free homotopy class, since if 
there were two, they would lift to distinct axes having the same fundamental 
points; but this is not possible. We shall need the fact that two close curves 
in S that represent free homotopy classes that are not powers are freely 
homotopic if and only if they have lifts with the same pair of 
compactification points. This is true since each closed curve is homotopic to 
a closed geodesic that. lifts to an axis whose fundamental points are the 
compactification points; the two axes must then be identical, so the closed 
geodesics in S must be equal. 
We continue with some preliminary discussion about self- 
homeomorphisms of closed hyperbolic surfaces. Let S be such a surface and 
let r: S ~ S be an orientation preserving homeomorphism. Each lift t: X~ X 
of r defines an automorphism ,It of the group of covering translations by the 
formula Jt(()--t(t I (this is a covering translation since it is a 
homeomorphism of X that covers the identity on S). We want to extend the 
lift t to a homeomorphism on E. We begin this extension by sending the 
fundamental points of each covering translation ( to those of Jr(l). This map 
is clearly a bijection. Furthermore, because the fundamental points of Jr(() 
compactify t (axis (0), the map preserves the cyclic ordering on E. Since the 
set of fundamental points is dense in E, the map extends to a 
homeomorphism of E to itself. Again appealing to the fact that the 
fundamental points of JL(C) compactify t (axis (C)), we conclude both that the 
extension is continuous, and that it is unaltered by homotopies of t covering 
homotopies of r. 
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2. SPECIAL ASSUMPTIONS 
For the rest of the paper we shall work under the assumptions of this 
section. They guarantee that the homeomorphisms with which we deal are 
not isotopic to composites of more than one primitive, nor to a periodic one. 
The reader might refer to [2] to find whence these conditions come. 
Given an orientation preserving homeomorphism r: S ~ S, and a lift t of r 
to X, the covering translations fixed by Jt form a subgroup N t of the group of 
all covering translations. We suppose that Nte - -1  for all covering tran- 
slations t, and all integers n > 0. 
It follows immediately from our definition of the extension of a lift to E 
that the condition N et.--- 1 is equivalent to the homeomorphism ftnlE fixing 
no fundamental points (¢t n is, of course, a lift of z"). Using the fact that two 
closed curves in S representing free homotopy classes that are not powers 
are homotopic precisely when they have lifts with the same pair of compac- 
tification points, we see this second condition is equivalent to r n fixing no 
non-trivial free homotopy class of closed curves in S. 
3. DEEPER RESULTS OF NIELSEN 
We shall call a subset A of X full if it is the span in X of a closed set Q in 
E. We say Q generates A. The frontier of A in X consists of the countable 
collection of geodesics whose pairs of endpoints bound the open intervals 
comprising E - -Q .  These geodesics are, of course, disjoint in X. Let 
{Aili C Z} be a countable collection of full subsets of X and let P be a set 
isomorphism on the collection of all full subsets of X. We say {Ai} is well 
situated with respect o P if it is closed under P and if for i, j C Z, PA~ and Aj 
either coincide or intersect, if at all, in a common frontier geodesic. We say 
the collection is disjointly well situated if non-empty intersection implies 
coincidence. 
The following theorem is the key to Nielsen's treatment of what Thurston 
calls the reducible case: the original homeomorphism isotops so that a finite 
iterate preserves a compact subsurface of S. We shall need the theorem in 
Section 5. Nielsen proves it in [6, Sect. 9, pp. 28-33] in what appears to be a 
more limited version than we state below, but the reader will easily see that 
Nielsen's argument actually proves the stronger result. The operative 
hypotheses appear embedded in the proof in [6, Sect. 9, p. 31, first 
paragraph]. 
THEOREM I. Let Q be a closed perfect set in E generating the full set A. 
Suppose that the collection of all covering translates of A is well situated 
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with respect o the set isomorphism defined by each covering translation. 
Then each frontier geodesic of A is an axis. 
Here are some more definitions of Nielsen. For a lift t, let M(t) be the set 
fixed points of tiE. Under the collection of our assumptions, M(t) consists of 
an even number of points none of which is a fundamental point [8, p. 14, 
e 12-; proved in 6, p. 22, Satz 5]. Between adjacent points of M(t), t moves 
all points in the same direction. If the directions of displacement immediately 
adjacent to some point in M(t) agree, then, in fact, t[E has exactly two fixed 
points and r fixes some free homotopy class [8, p. 13; proved in 6, Sect. 4]. 
This possibility is therefore precluded by our assumptions. Consequently we 
have that the fixed points of tl E are alternately attracting and repelling. 
Let M*(t) be the set of attracting points in M(t). Define the principal 
region of t, denoted/2*(t) o be the convex region in X spanning the points 
of M*(t). Such an object is called an ideal polygon by geometers, and the 
points M*(t) its vertices. An ideal polygon is naturally compactified by its 
vertices. The area of an ideal polygon is finite and is found by the 
Gauss-Bonnet Theorem to be (n - 2) re, where n is the number of sides. 
Notice that O*(t) is empty unless M*(t) contains more than one point. If 
M*(t) contains exactly two points, C2*(t) degenerates to a geodesic arc. See 
Fig. 1 for some typical principal regions. 
Nielsen proved, using an index argument [8, p. 18-19] that if X2*(t)4: 0, 
then t must have fixed points in X. 
/J 
~ ~ ~ , ~ / ~ / T ~ * ( ~ , t  r 
/ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ' , ~  ,/-- ~(~tt  n). - 
FIG. 1. Principal regions of some lifts of powers of r. The solid dots on E denote the points 
of M*(t), the small circles the points of M,(t). 
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In this paper we make use of two more fundamental results of Nielsen. As 
always, we take the form implied by our special assumptions. 
THEOREM II. [Nielsen, 6, Satz 2, p. 16]. I f  C ~= identity is a covering 
translation, then (12 * (t) ~ 12" (t) = 0. In fact, dM* (t) c3 M* (t) = 0 as well. 
An immediate corollary is that 12"(0 is embedded (although not as a 
closed subset) into S by the covering projection. Let co*(t) be the projected 
image of 12"(0. 
The lifts of the homeomorphisms v ", n > 0 are all of the form (t ", where t 
is any given lift of r and where ( ranges over all covering translations. Here 
is another result of Nielsen which, incidentally, lies much deeper in the 
theory than the previous one. Notice that Eq.(1) below shows that 
Theorem III actually implies Theorem II. 
THEOREM III. [Nielsen, 6, Sects. 17-18, p. 58-69; described in 8, 
p. 22.] The sets O*((t ')  and 12"(~¢d), where ( and ¢ are covering 
translations, and n, j > O, either coincide or are disjoint; the sets M*((t ')  
and M*(~fd) behave similarly. 
In order to make calculations more transparent, we introduce the symbol 
t' t for the covering tranlation Jr((). Thus we obtain the equation tl = Ctt. 
For p E M(t) we have (t¢-l(C(p)) = Ct(p) = ((p). That is, ¢(p) is fixed by 
the conjugate (t(-1 of t. If p is an attracting fixed point, points in E near p 
must iterate toward p under t. Their images under t' must therefore iterate 
toward ((p) under (t(-1. Consequently, 
LQ* (t) = 12" (¢tC- 1) = 12, (~(C)~- 1 t). (1) 
If we combine this equation with Theorems II and III we find that any two 
sets o9"(¢t') and o)*(kd) either coincide or are disjoint. Since these sets are 
isometrically embedded images of ideal polygons in S, and since the area of 
S is finite, we must conclude that up to covering translation there are only 
finitely many sets 12"((t') having non-empty interior. In fact, there is a 
bound on the number of sides a principal region can have that depends only 
on the genus of S and not on v. 
Notice that this argument says nothing about the number, up to covering 
translation, of degenerate principal regions. We learn something about them 
by the following argument: A fixed lift t moves points a bounded hyperbolic 
distance in X. There are only finitely many covering translations ( that move 
points less than that distance. Consequently, only a finite number of lifts Ct 
can have any fixed points in X. But, as we said earlier, such a fixed point is 
necessary for 12"(Ct) to be non-empty. Thus only finitely many new principal 
regions can appear with each iteration of r. 
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Finally, Nielsen shows that for each homeomorphism r, ,O(t~t ~) va O for 
some covering translation f and some n>/1. (See [6, pp. 5-6] for a 
discussion of relevant material.) The proof of this fact depends fundamen- 
tally on the Lefshetz trace formula [3, Chap. VI, Sect. 27] which says that 
for a map f :  S -~ S with isolated fixed points, 
d ims 
L(f)  = ~ (--1) itracef i, 
i=0 
where L(f), the Lefshetz number off ,  is the sum of the fixed point indices, 
and wheref~ is the induced homomorphism on the ith homology group of S. 
Briefly, Nielsen argues that ,O(t) 4= O if and only if L(tlX ) < 0. But L(t) = 
Y~ L(tIX) where the summation is over classes of lifts conjugate by covering 
translations. So, in particular, L ( r )< 0 implies 12(0 ~ 0, for some lift t. 
Since r is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of a hyperbolic surface, 
the trace formula for r n reduces to L ( r ' )=  2 -  trace(r1) n where (~'1) n is an 
isomorphism on a free abelian group of rank ) 2. By easy linear algebra, 
one can check that with increasing n, trace(r~) n takes on arbitrarily large 
positive values; in particular, values greater than 2. For such n, L(r ~) < 0, 
which is just what we need. 
We can now repeat he entire discussion in this section replacing M*(ft ~) 
by M,(ftn), the set of repelling points in M(ftn), and replacing I2*(ft ~) by 
,Q,(ft~), the convex region in X spanned by M,(ft~). Call O,( f t  ~) the dual 
principal region. 
Under our assumptions, distinct lifts of t" cannot have common fixed 
FIG. 2. Some intersections of principal regions and their duals. 
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points in E, for if p @ E were fixed by t n, it could only be fixed by Ct n if ¢ 
itself fixed p, but that would make p a fundamental point on / unless 
C = identity. From this it follows easily that M*(tt n) (3M,(kt  J) = O for all 
covering translations l and k and all integers n,j > 0. This implies that the 
frontier geodesics of O*((t  n) meet those of sc2,(kF ")transversely. (See Fig. 2.) 
Part I I--The map 
4. THE GOAL 
In this part we start with v: S ~ S, throw away all but the information 
concerning free homotopy classes of closed curves, and build from that a 
transverse pair of geodesic laminations (these will be defined eventually) and 
a homeomorphism f: S ~ S that leaves the laminations invariant. The map 
will carry the same homotopy information as v and will consequently isotop 
to z. 
5. THE TOOLS 
We move immediately to the universal cover X of S. We choose a lift t of 
r once and for all. 
LEMMA 1. Let K be the union of a non-empty, closed, collection of 
disjoint geodesics in X that is closed under covering translation and under 
the set isomorphism T that takes each geodesic a with endpoints a+ and a-  
in E to the geodesic with endpoints t(a +) and t(a- ). Then each component of 
X -K  is the interior of an ideal polygon in X, and up to covering translation, 
t I E is of finite order on the polygon's vertices. 
Notice that K 4: X, for otherwise covering projection applied to K would 
foliate S in a non-singular manner, which cannot happen if the Euler charac- 
teristic of S is negative. 
Proof Let p EX- -K  and let C(p) be the component of X- -K  
containing p. The frontier of C(p) is of course contained in K. But more is 
true: each component of Fr(C(p)) consists of a single geoedesic in K. This is 
because C(p) lies entirely on one side of each geodesic in K. If a single 
component of Fr(C(p)) hits a second geodesic in K, then, since the inter- 
section of each geodesic with each component of Fr(C(p)) is closed, it hits a 
geodesic in K arbitrarily close to the first one, and on the same side as C(p). 
Since the geodesics in K are disjoint, this means that the first geodesic ould 
not have hit Fr(C(p)) at all. 
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This implies that C(p) is the span in X of CE(p), where CE(p) is the inter- 
section with E of the closure of C(p) in XUE. 
For all p,q EX--K, the sets CC(p) and C(q) either coincide or are 
disjoint; otherwise some geodesic in K would intersect one of the sets. For 
the same reason, (C(p) must coincide with some C(q). Thus the collection of 
sets of the form C(p) is well situated with respect o each covering tran- 
slation. 
We claim that for p, q ~ X - K, the sets T(C(p)) and C(q) coincide or are 
disjoint, where T(C(p)) is the interior of the span in X of t(CE(p) ).We argue 
as follows: The sets Fr(C(p)) and Fr(C(q)) are contained in K, and so, 
consequently, are T(Fr(C(p))) (= Fr(T(C(p)))) and T-l(Fr(C(q))). From 
the first of these containments we get Fr(T(C(p))) ~ C(q) = 0, and from the 
second, C(p) ~ T- l(Fr(C(q))) = O which implies T(C(p)) ~ Fr(C(q)) = 0. 
Thus, neither T(C(p)) nor C(q) hits the frontier of the other, which proves 
the claim. Taking closures, it follows that the collection of full sets C(p) is 
well situated with respect o T. 
If CC(p) = C(p) and C 4: identity, then the axis of ( lies entirely in C(p). 
Otherwise one of its fundamental points would lie outside CE(p). But for 
each point in XUL, and so, in particular for p, the set {(;(p)ljC Z} 
accumulates precisely at the fundamental points of C, which is inconsistant 
with C leaving C(p) invariant. 
Conversely, Cleaves its axis invariant, so if axis (C) ~ C(p) then C(C(p)) 
C(p) is not empty, and therefore C(p)= (C(p). If axis(Q is a frontier 
geodesic of C(p), then since IC(p)) and C(p) lie on the same side of axis(Q, 
we again have C(p)= (C(p)). 
Let ~(p)  be the group of covering translations that leave C(p) setwise 
fixed. By the previous two paragraphs, ~(p)  is precisely the set of covering 
translations whose axes lie in C(p). Let Q(p) be the closure (in E) of the set 
of fundamental points of the elements of i f(p). If the elements of ~(p)  all 
have the same axis, then Q(p) consists of precisely two points. If there are 
elements of i f (p)  having distinct axes, then Q(p) is perfect, since iteration of 
one of the elements moves the fundamental points of the other toward those 
of the first. Let A(p) be the convex hull in X of Q(p). Then, A(p) ~ C(p); it 
is the convex hull in X of the collection of axes that lie in C(p). The frontier 
of A(p) (in X) consists of geodesics whose endpoints in E bound the open 
intervals comprising the components of E-Q(p). Thus either 
A(p)= frontier A(p)=precisely one axis, or frontier A(p) consists of a 
countable collection of (of course) disjoint geodesics. 
Observe that each covering translation in ~(p)  leaves C(p), hence A(p) 
setwise fixed. Each covering translation ot in i f (p)  takesC(p) to some C(q) 
that intersects C(p), if at all, precisely along a geodesic in the frontier of 
each, which implies the same statement for A(p). Thus the collection 
{A(p)l p ~ X-K}  is well situated with respect o covering translation. For 
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similar reasons {A(p)]p C X--K} is well situated with respect to the set 
isomorphism T. 
The fact that {A(p)Ip C X--K} is well situated with respect to each 
covering translation C means that for any two frontier geodesics ap of A(p) 
and flq of A(q), lap either coincides with or is disjoint from flq. This implies, 
in particular, that each ap maps by covering projection to a simple geodesic 
in S. In fact, it implies much more: that the collection of projected images in 
S of all the frontier geodesics is a set of disjoint simple geodesics in S. 
If, for some p EX--K, A(p) consists of a single axis, then 
A(p) = Fr(A(p)) and so the geodesic comprising Fr(A(p)) is actually an 
axis; that is, it projects to a closed geodesic in S. I fA(p) contains more than 
one axis, then Q(p) is perfect and since {A(p)l p E X -K}  well situated with 
respect o covering translation implies {M(p)[( a covering translation} is 
well situated with respect o each covering translatio~ Theorem I applies and 
tells us that each frontier geodesic of A(p) is an axis. Gathering together the 
information of the last two paragraphs, we find that the projected images of 
all the frontier geodesics of all the sets A(p) is a collection of disjoint simple 
closed geodesics in S. Since S is a compact surface, there can be only 
finitely many members of such a collection. 
But {A(p)l p ~ X-K}  is well situated with respect o T as well, which 
means T permutes the frontier geodesics of the various A(p). Since all these 
frontier geodesics project to a finite set of geodesics in S, we conclude that 
up to covering translation, T is of finite order on the frontier geodesics. 
recalling the definition of T, we see that this violates our special assumption 
(Section 2), unless A(p) = O for all p C X- -  K. 
Remember that {C(p)l p ~ X-  K} is well situated with respect o covering 
translation. Together with the fact that A(p)= 0, this tells us that (C(p) is 
disjoint from C(p) unless C = identity, and thus, that C(p) embeds into S by 
covering projection. If C(p) were to have more than a finite number of 
frontier geodesics, or if adjacent ones failed to meet at a point of E, area 
considerations would make embedding impossible. Hence, each C(p) is an 
ideal polygon in X. 
As before, {C(p)IpEX-K} being well situated actually implies a 
stronger esult: that the projected images of all the sets C(p) is a collection 
of disjoint interiors of geodesic polygons in S. Since each image contributes 
at least z~ to the area of S, there can be only finitely many members of the 
collection. But {C(p)I p E X -K}  is also well-situated with respect o T, so 
as before, we can conclude that, up to covering translation, T is of finite 
order on the C(p). 
COROLLARY 2. Each C(p) is an ideal subpolygon of some £2*fft") or of 
some O,fft"). 
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Proof That each Ce(p) is contained in some M((t n) is follows 
immediately from Lemma 1. We shall first show that if some C(p) has a 
frontier geodesic with one endpoint in M*(It n) and the other in M,((tn), then 
there is a C(q) with a frontier geodesic that is not isolated in K and that also 
runs from M*((t ~) to M,(It"). Let a be the first frontier geodesic. If a is 
isolated in K, there is exactly one C(p') not equal to C(p) that contains a as 
a frontier geodesic. Since C(p') shares a with C(p), Theorem II I  and its dual 
imply that Ce(p' ) is also contained in M((t"), for the same ( and n. 
Checking parity, we see that at least one frontier geodesic a '  of C(p') other 
than a must also run from M*(lt ~) to M,  (It"). Notice that a '  is separated 
from C(p) by a. Consequently, continuation of this process never returns to 
a geodesic. Since there are only finitely many geodesics connecting points in 
M*(Ct") with those in M,((t"), the process must stop. It stops with a 
geodesic that is not isolated in K. 
Now suppose that a is a frontier geodesic in C(p) that is not isolated in K 
and that runs from M*(tt ~) to M,(Ct"); that is, a has one endpoint an 
attracting, and the other a repelling fixed point of ft" IE. We show that any 
geodesic fl in K that is sufficiently close to a will intersect its own image 
under IT  ". Just choose fl so that there are no points of M(¢t ~) intervening 
between its endpoints and the corresponding ones of a. Then the endpoints of 
fl and ¢T"(fl) will alternate in E and the conclusion follows (See Fig. 3). 
Armed with this fact, we see immediately that if one vertex of C(p) lies in, 
say, M*(¢tn), then all its vertices lie in M*((t") ;  that is, C(p)  is a ideal 
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COROLLARY 3. I f  the geodesics in K form a perfect collection, then each 
C(p) actually equals some O*((t n) or some O.(/t").  
Notice that this makes distinct sets C(p) and C(q) disjoint, since, by 
Theorem III, distinct principal regions are disjoint, and since principal and 
dual principal regions intersect transversely. 
Proof. We need only show in light of Corollary 2, that if C(p) is 
contained in ~*(¢t ~) it must equal I2*((t~). We see this as follows. If C(p) 
were properly contained in .O*((t"), there would be a geodesic a in 
Fr(C(p))) that lies in Int(O*((tn)). If x were a point on a, and N a 
neighborhood of x in .Q*(( tn) -C(p) ,  then there must be some C(q) that 
intersects N. Otherwise N would be contained in K which would imply that 
the entire region between a and some other geodesic of K would be in K. But 
such a region always contains a fundamental domain for S, which means, 
since K is invariant under covering translation that S has a non-singular 
foliation. This is not possible. The ideal polygon C(q) is contained in some 
principal region, and since it hits I2*(lt"), it must be contained in that one. If 
N is chosen sufficiently small C(q) can hit N only if it shares a frontier 
geodesic with C(p). But then C(p) U C(q) isolate a. 
6. THE LAMINATIONS 
Consider the homeomorphism tiE and let p ~ M*(¢tn). Then 
(ttnt(p) = t(tnt l(t(p)) 
= tet"(p) 
= t(p), 
so t(p) is fixed by the conjugate It tn of Ct". Since conjugation does not 
change the attracting nature of the fixed point p, we have 
tM*(et") = M*(etth). (2) 
This is the same statement as 
ro*(et")  = o*(e,t"), (3) 
which implies among other things that the set of principal regions is closed 
under T. 
Theorems II, III, and Eq. (3) above imply that the collection of all prin- 
cipal regions of the form O*(¢tn), ( a covering translation and n > 0, is 
disjointly well situated with respect o covering translation and T. So, too, 
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then is any collection of frontier geodesics of the principal regions that is 
closed under covering translation and T. 
THEOREM 4. Let L* be the union of a non-empty collection of frontier 
geodesics of principal regions that is closed under covering translation and T. 
Then L* is a closed, perfect collection of disjoint geodesics, and the 
components of x -E*  coincide with the collection of interiors of principal 
regions. 
Notice that the theorem implies that L* is independent of which particular 
collection L* we start with. Also, as indicated in Section 3, there are non- 
empty principal regions, so the theorem has content. 
Proof Since L* is a collection of disjoint geodesics, we know that L* is 
a closed collection of disjoint geodesics. We can therefore apply Lemma 1 
and Corollary 2 to /]* to see that the components C(p) of X -L*  are 
interiors of ideal subpolygons of principal regions or of dual principal 
regions. Suppose a is a geodesic of L* isolated in L*. Then, in particular, a
is a frontier geodesic of sores ~*(/t")  and a is a frontier geodesic of some 
C(q) that intersects ~*(¢t") precisely along a. But since C(q) is an ideal 
subpolyhedron of some ~*(,gt j) or .O,(£t j) this is not possible, as in the 
remark after the statement of Corollary 3. So no geodesic of L* is isolated in 
L*, which means L* is perfect. 
We are now able to apply Corollary 3 to conclude that each C(p) is the 
interior of some principal region or of some dual principal region. We finish 
the proof of the theorem by showing that no dual principal regions appear. 
Suppose C(p)= t2,(~cfi) and let a be a geodesic in Fr(t2,(~fi)). Then a is 
not a geodesic in L*, and is therefore the limit of geodesics {fli[i = 0,1,2 ..... }, 
where each fli is a frontier geodesic of some t2*(C;tni). Now let fl be a 
frontier geodesic of t2*(~t J) (there is such an one!), fl intersects a 
transversely, which implies that it intersects fli transversely for i sufficiently 
large. This cannot happen by Theorem III. 
An immediate corollary of the previous theorem is 
PROPOSITION 5. The union over covering translations ? and integers 
n > 0 of the sets 12*(Ct n) is dense in X. 
Be careful to observe that this union cannot equal X. 
The set L* is an example of what Thurston calls a geodesic lamination; 
that is, a foliation of a closed subset of the ambient Riemann Surface by 
geodesics. We call a geodesic lamination perfect if its complement is the 
union of the interiors of disjoint ideal polygons. So, in fact, L* is a perfect 
geodesic lamination of X. Since L*  is invariant under covering translation, it
projects to a perfect geodesic lamination of S. 
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Observe that perfect geodesic laminations really are perfect in the sense 
that each leaf is the limit of other leaves; in fact, each leaf is the limit of 
frontier leaves of ideal polygons. 
Let L ,  be the closure of the frontier geodesics of the dual principal 
regions £2,(¢t"). It is a perfect geodesic lamination with properties analogous 
to those of L*. 
PROPOSITION 6. The geodesic laminations L* and L ,  intersect 
transversely (we already know this for L* and L,). 
Proof If a in if.* and fl in L ,  intersect but not transversely, they must 
coincide. We argue to a contradiction. Let K be the set of all geodesics that 
lie in both L* and L , .  Then K is closed and is the union of a disjoint 
collection of geodesics; in addition, K is invariant under both covering tran- 
slation and T. The last three properties follow from the analogous properties 
for L* and L ,  separately. Provided with these properties, we can apply 
Theorem 4 to K and conclude that X -  K is the union of the interiors of the 
principal regions as well as the union of the interiors of the dual principal 
regions. This, of course, cannot be the case. 
7. THE MAP [ 
Proposition 5 says that the principal regions together with the non-frontier 
geodesics of L*  decompose X into geodesics and ideal polygons. Call this 
decomposition S* .  The same statement holds for the dual principal regions 
and the non-frontier geodesics of L , .  These form the decomposition f , .  
PROPOSITION 7. The collection of sets formed by intersecting the 
members of L#* with those of f ,  is a decomposition of X by compact, 
convex, finite sided geodesic polygons. Call this decomposition f * ~ f , . It 
has the property that each polygon W in L#* ~ f ,  has neigborhoods in X 
consisting entirely of polygons in f 'AS , ,  all of whose vertices are 
arbitrarily close to those of I47. 
Proof. Since the elements of S*  and S ,  are convex, closed, and have 
frontiers consisting of a finite number of geodesics, so too, those of 
S 'AS , .  Figure2 illustrates the following material. Since M*(£tn)n 
M,(,gtJ)=O (see the end of Section3), the sets O*(¢tn)ng2,(Zt j) are 
bounded away from E, and are therefore compact. The sides of 
£2*([tn)Nl2,(~gt J) are alternately intervals in the frontier geodesics of 
.Q*(/t n) and I2,(¢tJ). Since the points of M*((t ~) and M, fft ~) strictly 
alternate in E, O* (¢t" )nO, f f t  ") is never empty, and the components of 
.Q*(¢tn) - (~*( l tn)n .Q, ( ( t " ) )  are geodesic triangles with one vertex in E 
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and the opposite side an interval in a frontier geodesic of £2,(H"). The dual 
situation is analous. If fl is a non-frontier geodesic of /~, ,  then fl cannot hit 
£2"(?t")~ £2,(tt n) since it cannot hit I2,(?t"). So it must hit O*(?t"), if at 
all, in one of the triangle components described above. But this means the 
intersection is a geodesic interval running between frontier geodesics of 
£2"([t n) that share an endpoint in M*(tt"). The intersection between a non- 
frontier geodesic a in if,* and I2,(¢t") is analogous. 
Finally, non-frontier geodesics in L* hit similar ones in E ,  in single 
points by transversality. 
Since the collections of geodesics L* and L ,  are perfect, each polygon W 
in S*  ~S,  has arbitrarily small compact polygon neighborhoods in X 
whose sides are non-frontier geodesics alternately in L* and L , .  For the 
purposes of the following discussion, if W is a point or an interval, it is 
convenient o consider the vertices to be (degenerate) dges as well as 
vertices. With this convention, the neighborhoods have the same number of 
sides as W. Let N be such a neighborhood. Then the set of geodesics that 
delinate W (these extend out of N) cut N into a finite number of disjoint 
pieces as follows: the polygon W itself; the quadrilaterals containing an edge 
of IV, modified by deleting IV; the quadrilaterials containing only a vertex of 
IV, with the union of the previous pieces deleted. (See Fig. 4.) The last sort 
of quadrilaterals are small, the previous ones long and thin. Each of the 
pieces has the property that any set in S*  ~ S ,  that hits it is contained in 
it. So, in particular, a set in S*  N Y, can hit W only if it is W, and a set 
that hits a small quadrilateral is itself small. Any set in f *  ~ f ,  hitting a 
~tN, where Wis~~ 
he central point 
FIGURE 4 
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long thin piece must have its vertices lying in L* N L ,  and so lying in the 
short sides only, since intervals defining the long sides have all but their 
vertices in the interior of some O*(¢t n) or some .O,(kti). (This implies, by 
the way, since the sets in t *  n S ,  are convex and their sides lie alternately 
in L* and/~,  that those lying in our long thin pieces must be intervals or 
quadrilaterals.) This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Since the principal regions and dual principal regions are permuted by 
both T and covering translation, the same is true for the decompositions f *  
and d , ,  and therefore also for S*  n S , .  In fact, a bit more is true, namely, 
that the collection of edges and vertices of the polygons comprising 
d*  AS ,  are permuted consistant with the permutations of the polygons 
themselves.-To see this it is only necessary to recall the form of the sets in 
f *  n S ,  as described in Proposition 7. 
As a consequence of all this, notice that S*  n .~,  maps by covering 
projection to a decomposition l* n ¢, of S. If q is a covering translation, 
since tq = q~t (see Section 3), tqlE = qttlE and Tq = qt T as a permutation 
of S*  nd , .  Thus, covering projection takes T to a permutation of (* n ( , .  
Remark 8. The permutation clearly leaves the sets .O*(t) and .O,(t) 
invariant. But more is true, namely, that T acts on the decomposition 
~2*( t )n t ,  by fixing the cell .O*(t)n.O,(t) and by moving all the other 
cells strictly monotonically away from i t  in their component of 
.O*(t)-.Q,(t). This is easily seen by observing the effect of tiE on the 
intervals between the fixed points of t]E. Dually, T permutes I2,(t) by 
moving the decomposition elements trictly monotonically toward 12*(t) 
O,(t). The permutation (T n has a similar effect on O*(tt n) and S2,((H). 
This behavior commutes with covering projection. 
Our immediate goal is to refine the map T, which just permutes ets, to an 
actual pointwise homeomorphism /" of XUE to itself that agrees with the 
original extension tiE. This is easily done. 
Each vertex of each polygon in f *  AS ,  is of the form a Aft where a is 
a geodesic in/7* and/? is a geodesic in / ] , .  Define [(a n/~) = T(a) n T(fl). 
This makes sense since the endpoints of a and /~ alternate in E, so their 
images under tiE alternate in E, hence T(a) and T~) intersect (and in just 
one point since they are geodesics). 
The map / ' l / ] *n / i ,  is continuous as follows: Since the geodesics 
comprising each of the families/7* and/ ] ,  are disjoint, two points x and y 
in /7* ~ L ,  being close in X implies that the comparable ndpoints of the 
pair of geodesics intersecting in x are close to those of the pair intersecting in
y. Continuity of tiE then implies the closeness of the endpoints of the pairs 
of geodesics intersecting in [(x) and [(y), and hence the closeness of [(x) and 
i(y) themselves. 
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A point a n fl is close to E if and only if three of the four endpoints of a 
and fl are close together (and close to a n fl). To see this we make strong use 
of the fact that the laminations/_]* and/ ] ,  project o transverse laminations 
in the compact surface S, and hence, the angles between geodesics in L* and 
those in/_], are bounded away from zero. With this fact, the observation is
immediate from the configuration of geodesics in the Poincar+ disc. Once we 
know three endpoints are close together in E, we know by the uniform 
continuity of tie that their t images are close in E, hence close to T(a)N 
T(fl) = [(a N fl). This shows that the map [[/]* 6~/], extends continuously to 
tiE. 
We complete the definition of [ by taking the barycenter of each polygon 
in f *  N f , ,  and the barycenter of each edge of each polygon in ,~* N S ,  
to the barycenter of the T image of that polygon or edge, and then extending 
[ on /]* N/-], by coning to these barycenters, doing first the intervals in 
Y*  AS ,  and the edges of the polygons with interior, and then those 
polygons themselves. Notice that the map [[ W so defined, where W is a 
polygon in ~*  n t ,  is piecewise-linear (in the hyperbolic structure on X) 
onto T(W), and it preserves edges and vertices. 
To check the continuity of/" at a point in the polygon W in t *  n I , ,  we 
go back to the small neighborhood N of W and the finite decomposition f N 
into disjoint pieces described in Proposition 7 (Refer to Fig. 4). If W has 
interior in X, and if x ~ Int(W), then [ is continuous at x since [] W is 
piecewise-linear, hence continuous. 
If W has a non-degenerate edge, say of the form O*(Ct n) Aft, where fl is a 
geodesic in / ] , ,  and if x E Int(-O*(ltn))Nfl then points y near x in X lie 
either in W, and so [(y) is near [(x) as in the previous case, or they lie in the 
interior of a long then piece adjacent o t2*(ftn)nfl. In that case, y is an 
element of some W' in d*  AS ,  where W' is a quadrilateral with two 
adjacent vertices in Fr(.O*(ctn)) near each of the vertices of .(2*(tt n) N fl, or 
W' is an interval with one vertex near each vertex of .O*(St ") c3 ft. Since [ is 
continuous on the vertices of the polygons in d*  n f , ,  the linear map [ on 
each of the long edges of W' is close to [l~*(¢t ~) Aft, and the restriction of 
[ to the short edges of W' is close to the map [ on the appropriate vertex of 
g2* (It") n ft. Also, if Int(W') is not empty, [ takes the barycenter of W' near 
the barycenter of/'(X?*(Ct") n fl). Putting this all together, we see that [I W' is 
close to [lO*(tt")n fl, so [ is continuous at points of Int (~*(t t" )n  ft. The 
dual case is, of course, similar. 
If x lies in a degenerate edge, the adjacent long thin pieces themselves 
degenerate into short half-open intervals, and the previous discussion 
becomes trivial. 
If x lies in a vertex of W, a nearby point y lies either in a piece of the 
previous two types, or in a small quadralateral piece. In the first case, the 
previous arguments show [(y) is close to [(x). In the second, y is in some 
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W', all of whose vertices are near x, so their [ images are near [(y) is near 
[(x). This completes the proof of the continuity of 
Since the map /" is a cannonical refinement of the permutation T of 
f 'AS , ,  and since covering projection takes T to a permutation of 
¢* ~/ , ,  the cannonical refinement f of the projected permutation is covered 
by t. 
Recalling that r is a homeomorphism on S, and repeating the foregoing 
construction starting with t -1 which lifts v- ' ,  we obtain a map t-'C~that is 
patently ~-l. So, in particular, t -1  o l IE is the identity. Thus, f is not only a 
homeomorphism of S, but r - lo  f induces the identity automorphism on 
nl(S ). A well known theorem of Nielsen [3] then implies that v -1 o f isotops 
to the identity; equivalently, z ~isotops to r. The lift of this isotopy isotops [ to 
t fixing both maps on E. (It is worth commenting that the just quoted 
theorem of Nielsen is easy to prove: Choose a finite set of embedded circles 
and arcs in S that cut it into disc components, and use the homotopy infor- 
mation to homotop the r - i f  image of each circle and arc in turn back to 
where it started. On surfaces these homotopies can be converted to isotopies. 
This procedure restores the discs setwise and their boundaries pointwise. Use 
Alexander's Trick [1] to restore the discs pointwise.) 
Since [ refines the permutation T of Y*  N ! , ,  and so refines T on f *  
and S ,  separately, t preserves the perfect geodesic laminations/7,* and/ ] , .  
Since these laminations are preserved by covering translation, they project o 
geodesic laminations on S, which are transverse since/]* and L-, are, and 
which are preserved by the homeomorphism f. 
Collecting these results together we see we have proved. 
THEOREM 9. The homeomorphism r: S ~ S isotops to a homeomorphism 
f that preserves a transverse pair of perfect geodesic laminations on S. 
8. UNIQUENESS OF THE LAMINATIONS 
We shall show 
THEOREM 10. I f  e: S~ S is a homeomorphism isotopic to f, and if a 
preserves a single perfect geodesic lamination, then that lamination is one of 
the two preserved by f. 
Proof. Start with [ and lift the isotopy taking f to a. Let s be the 
resulting lift of e. Then, in particular, s [E=t [E  so S defines the same 
permutation as T on full subsets of X. Let K be the lift of the lamination 
preserved by a; it is a perfect geodesic lamination of X that is invariant 
under s and under covering translation. For each point p G X- -K ,  let q~(p) 
be the ideal polygon whose interior is the component of X -  K containing p. 
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By Corollary 3 of Section 5, q~(p) is either 12*(It ") or O,(tt")  for some 
covering translation ( and some n > 0. Suppose q~(p)= I2*(Ct"). Then K 
contains the geodesic lamination generated by Fr(12*(Ct")) under covering 
translation and T (this last since T and s permute full subsets of X the same 
way). Application of Theorem 4 then shows that K =/]* .  This completes the 
proof. 
Now suppose s preserves a transverse pair of perfect geodesic laminations. 
Then from the above argument, the laminations must be the two preserved 
by /', so in particular s and /" agree as permutations of f *  ~ f , ,  and as 
permutations of the edges and vertices of the polygons in S*  ~f , .  
Alexander's Trick applied to all these sets in order of increasing dimension 
yields an isotopy of s to [ that preserves the sets. This isotopy is continuous 
for the same reason [ is. It projects to an isotopy of tr to f preserving the 
projected images of the sets in f *  A f , .  
Part  I l L  Addit ional  Comments  
9. THE BOUNDED CASE 
If the hyperbolic surface S has nonempty boundary, and if that boundary 
is totally geodesic, then the universal cover S can be taken to be the span in 
X of a Cantor set E s in E. The complement of E s in E is a countable union 
of disjoint intervals, and the geodesics joining the endpoints of each such 
interval bound ~q in X and therefore project o the bounding eodesic ircles 
in S. (See Fig. 5.) The covering translations on S are the restriction to X of 
the elements of a finitely generated, properly discontinuous group of orien- 
tation preserving Moebius transformations with distinct fixed points in Es ;  
in fact, E s is the closure of the set of these fixed points. Notice that the 
bounding geodesics in S are actually axes. 
Now suppose r: S~ S is a homeomorphism. Then, in particular, r 
permutes the boundary components of S setwise, and since there are only 
finitely many. of them, for some n > 0, r n leaves each boundary component 
invariant. Thus, for each bounding geodesic in S there is a lift It" that leaves 
it invariant. Thus, it cannot happen that all Net, = 1. 
However, we can assume this is the worst that happens; namely, for each 
tt n, the subgroup Net, is generated by at most one covering translation, and 
that one corresponds to a bounding geodesic in S. Under this assumption 
Nielsen shows [same references as for Theorem II] that the fixed point set of 
¢t ~ is either as before, or consists of a countable collection of points in E s 
accumulating precisely on the endpoints of the geodesic a invariant under Ct" 
and alternately attracting and repelling. Moreover, he shows that all fixed 
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FIG. 5. The Universal Cover of a compact surface with boundary. Some principal 
regions. The region inside the heavy semi-circles i S. 
points of t~t n in E s that are not the ends of a are images under elements of 
Net, of a finite succession of these fixed points. 
In this case we define M*(lt ~) to be the union of the endpoints of a and 
the attracting fixed points in Es; as before the principal region ~*( / t  ") is 
taken to be the span in X of M*(Ct"). We define M,(kt j) and O,(kt j) 
analogously (see Figs. 5 and 7). With these definitions everything goes 
through much as before. In particular, principal regions either coincide or 
are disjoint, and except for the endpoints of bounding geodesics (which 
neither attract nor repel), the sets M*(It") and M,(k?) are disjoint. The 
main difference is that the infinite-pointed principal regions do not embed 
under covering projection, but rather, each covers a crown shaped 
neighborhood of a boundary component of S (see Fig. 6). There are only 
FIG. 6. A crown shaped neighborhood. 
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FIG. 7. The intersection of I2*(tt ~) and .O,((t"). 
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finitely many such image neighborhoods. They are disjoint from one another, 
and each has only a finite number of points. 
If (t n fixes the bounding geodesic a, then g2*((tn)~ ~Q,(Ct ") is an infinite 
sided polygon in S of the sort illustrated in Fig. 7. The intersection projects 
onto a finite pointed, compact geodesic crown in S. When, during the 
construction of/', it becomes necessary fill in the map on .Q*(lt ") ~ ~Q,((t"), 
cut this intersection into compact geodesic polygons by dropping perpen- 
diculars from each vertex to a, then proceed as before. Intersections not of 
the form ~Q*(Ct")~Q,(t't n) are already compact polygons and pose no 
special problem. 
10. SINGULAR FOLIATIONS 
A decomposition of a topological space is upper semi-continuous if each 
decomposition element has arbitrarily small neighborhoods that are unions 
of decomposition elements. Since each decomposition element in (* (~ ( ,  is 
either a point, an arc, or a disc, each such element has an embedded isc 
neighborhood in S. This neighborhood lifts homeomorphically (but not 
uniquely) into X, where it is a neighborhood of a lift of the original decom- 
position element. By Proposition 7, the lifted decomposition element has 
arbitrarily small neighborhoods that are unions of decomposition elements. 
We can suppose these neighborhoods lie in the lift of the disc neighborhood, 
and so project homeomorphically onto neighborhoods of the original decom- 
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position element in t ~* ~t ,  that are themselves unions of decomposition 
elements in C*~t , .  Consequently, l *y3t ,  is an upper semi-continuous 
decomposition of S into points, arcs, and discs. 
The arguments of R. L. Moore in [4] apply to this decomposition of S, 
and imply that the quotient of S by the decomposition is homeomorphic to
S. This means that the quotient map can be realized by a homotopy of S 
starting at the identity. The images of the ideal polygons and the non-frontier 
geodesics corresponding to each lamination, form, in the quotient, the leaves 
of a singular foliation of S. The two singular foliations so obtained are 
transverse. (See [9 or 10] for definitions.) 
In our particular case, the decomposition is so simple that we can actually 
see how to homotop it to its quotient. In S there are only a finite number of 
principal region images that have non-empty interior. Starting at the inter- 
section of each of these with its dual, and working bit by bit out toward the 
ends, squeeze the decomposition elements in each principal region image to 
points. This procedure cannot leave the principal region images invariant, 
but it can be done carefully enough so that it extends to an isotopy of the 
complement in S of the principal region images that have non-empty interior, 
and so that the dual decomposition t~, remains invariant hroughout. This 
homotopy converts C* into a singular foliation of S that is transverse to ¢,. 
Repeating the above procedure on the dual principal region images with non- 
empty interior, leaving this foliation invariant, produces the second foliation. 
In case S has non-empty boundary, the above considerations still apply, 
but the resulting singular foliations each contain the boundary components 
as leaves, so, necessarily, they fail to be transverse there; however, they are 
transverse verywhere else. 
If a homeomorphism ~ of S preserves the two geodesic laminations, then it 
induces a homeomorphism ~ on the quotient that preserves the singular 
foliations. Since the quotient map homotops to the identity, z~ is homotopic in 
S to z ~, and hence isotopic to ~. 
Since there are many ways to shrink the decomposition f *  N f , ,  z ~ is 
not unique. However, any two such maps in the same homotopy class are 
conjugate by a homeomorpism of S isotopic to the identity. 
By Remark 8, and since the projection of the permutation T on C* ~ l ,  is 
induced by the homeomorphism f we see that for each singular leaf, there is 
some n >~ 1 such that z ~ leaves the half leaves comprising it invariant, and 
expands these half leaves strictly monotonically away from the singularity; 
the dual singular half leaves are contracted strictly monotonically toward the 
singularity. This will be important in the construction, in the next section, of 
measures on the singular foliation and on its dual. 
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PROPOSITION 1 1. Each half-leaf of the foliations L* and L ,  is dense. 
Proof (Michael Handel). It is sufficient o show that each half-leaf a in 
the projection of the geodesic lamination /]* hits the projection of each 
closed polygonal neighborhood N of the sort provided by Proposition 7, 
Section 7, of this paper. Theorem 4, Section 6, together with the fact that 
each frontier geodesic of each projected principal region is fixed setwise by 
some non-zero power of f, implies that each such frontier geodesic is dense 
in the projected image of / ]* .  But this means that one of the two half-leaves 
of each such geodesic is dense in the projected image of/~*. Let fl be one 
such half-leaf. Then, in particular, f lC3S-N is a countable disjoint 
collection of compact geodesic intervals, each properly embedded in the 
compact surface S -  N. Since such a collection can represent only finitely 
many different homotopy classes in (S -  N, S -  NO3 N), there is an upper 
bound for the lengths of the intervals in fl ~ S - AT. But since fl is dense in 
the image of / ]* ,  it gets arbitrarily close to the half-geodesic a, and so runs 
along as close as we like to a for as long a distance as we like. Since the 
intervals/~ A S -N  have bounded length, this means a must eventually run 
out of S---N, hence into N. This completes the proof of Proposition 11. 
11. MEASURES 
Thurston claims in [10] that the foliations preserved by his primitive 
homeomorphisms are actually both transversely measured and that for each 
primitive there is a positive number ~ > 1 such that the primitive expands 
one foliation by the factor ,t. and contracts the other by 2-~. 
This assertion is worked out in detail in [9, Expose9, Sect. v.]. In 
Thurston's work, he arrives at Expose 9, Section v with a single, already 
measured, foliation preserved by his primitive. He then simultaneously 
constructs the second measure and foliation. In contrast, we have the two 
foliations already in hand and we need the measures. We obtain them by 
plugging our data into Thurston's argument at Section v, Lemma 9. It is not 
hard to see that if we designate our expanding foliation as J (here we have 
moved to the notation in [9]), then we can choose a good system of 
transversals r, lying in our contracting foliation, that satisfy properties 1-5 of 
Lemma 9, Section v. Recall that every half leaf is dense in S. The discussion 
in Section v then produces a measure on the dual foliation for us as it does 
for Thurston. That discussion refers to Expos6 9, Lemme 4, which in turn 
depends on the Lemme de Stabilit6 in Expos~ 5. That this lemma holds in 
our case can be easily seen by translating the statement to one about the 
geodesic laminations L*  and /~. and noting that the length of a side of a 
geodesic quadrilateral is less than the sum of the lengths of the other three 
sides. 
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By replacing the primitive by its inverse and repeating this argument, we 
can find a measure for the expanding foliation. The discussion around and 
including Lemma 12, Section v implies the reciprocity between the expansion 
and contraction factors. 
12. CONCLUSION 
Thus, the construction in Part I I  and the remarks in this part show that 
whenever all non-zero powers of a homeomorphism r defined on a hyper- 
bolic surface preserve only the free homotopy classes of the boundary 
components, then there is a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism in the isotopy 
class of r. Conversely, using the measures, it is an exercise to show that 
(powers of) a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism can preserve only the free 
homotopy classes corresponding to the boundary components. 
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